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 Abstract: I consider that the matter in the universe comes from a materialization of rays. We 

can assume that tremendous rays fall on dark matter to be materialized into electrons and 

positrons and lead to atomic  chemical affinity. This matter is then accreted under the coriolis 

effect to form galaxies, planets , stars,..etc. 

THE WHITE PAPER/ 

In this work, the matter in universe is considered as the result of a materialization of rays 

coming from other parts surrounding our universe. As i have explained in previous works 

about the existence of GOD , our universe is a very small area contained in the volume of 

GOD and surrounded by this  volume, and by considering the volume of GOD COMPOSED 

OF RAYS , we can assume that this tremendous rays come in the volume of our universe to 

be materialized as in the reaction of photons when they are materialized into electrons and 

positrons in a catalizer , the catalizer in our universe is dark matter. This tremendous matter is 

then accreted under the CORIOLIS EFFECT as in the washing sink (or LAVABO) when the 

rays continue to fall on the matter (which is produced after materialization of the rays in our  

universe  considered  in  rotation)  to  form  galaxies,  planets,  stars,  and  so  on.  After the 

materialization of the rays into electrons and positrons in the sea of dark matter , a part of this 

dark matter will gain or catch negative charges or electrons and the other part will gain or 

catch positive charges or positrons (or it will lose negative charges). I think that this is the 

reason for which there are in nature two categories of matter or two chemical affinities as we 

know:  there  are atoms which have the chemical affinity to lose electrons and other atoms 

have the chemical affinity  to catch electrons. In other hand, if we exclude the implication of 

the matter  of  the  catalyst  or  dark  matter  in  the  atomic  chemical  affinity,  we  can  

imagine  the interaction  between  the  electrons  and  the  positrons  (created  after  

materialization  of  rays) which gives rise to other elementary particles to form the nucleus 

and the nucleus will attract electrons to  form  atoms. This is another possible scenario or we 

can imagine the both processes happening in the same time by including the possibility of the 

interaction of the dark matter with the electrons and the positrons created after materialization 

of  rays coming from the frontiers of the universe. We can add also the possibility of the 
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materialization coming from the plasma formed from the electrons and positrons if we 

suppose that there are in the universe two regions charged differently which can be taken as 

two electrodes of a certain DDP. Between these two electrodes we can imagine the layers of 

matter formed from the reaction products of the principal reaction between electrons and 

positrons. 


